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Hallelujah, Amen!

Sacred Music Choral Reviews
Who Was and Is and Is to Come
Timothy Michael Powell 
(b. 1975: 2014)
Text: Revelation 4:8b; 5:13b; 
21:1-6; adapted by 
Timothy Michael Powell
SAB, piano (or organ), optional 
handbells or handchimes (4:52)
MorningStar MSM 50-8817
www.MorningStarMusic.com
Performance demonstration: 
www.canticledistributing.com/au-
dioplayer.php?n=50-8817.mp3

Quality SAB repertoire, either 
for adult choir or youth choir, is a 
precious commodity in church mu-
sic. Who Was and Is and Is to Come by 
Timothy Michael Powell fi lls that 
need for choirs of  any age. Setting 
the Revelation text “And I Saw a 

New Heaven,” the three-part texture 
is complimented by a simple, fl ow-
ing keyboard accompaniment and 
also by handbells or handchimes 
that quote the tune NICAEA (“Holy, 
Holy, Holy”). The combination of  
textual references makes the piece 
appropriate for many diff erent cele-
brations throughout the church year.

The predominate texture is ho-
mophonic and declamatory, al-
though enough contrapuntal ele-
ments are employed to maintain 
variety for the listener, the most ef-
fective being a quasi-canonic inter-
play between the three voices on the 
text “To the thirsty I will give water.” 
The piece fl ows eff ortlessly between 
unison and three-part textures em-
ploying conjunct melodic writing in 
all voices. The range of  each part is 
small and approachable for choirs of  
all ages, but the resulting harmonic 
palette is rich and varied. Careful 
detail is provided to encourage the 
most musical interpretation of  this 
highly accessible piece.

Our Father
Craig Courtney (b. 1948: 2017)
Text: Matthew 6: 9-13 
(Traditional Lord’s Prayer)
TTBB, piano, opt. string quartet or 
orchestra (3:12)
Also available SATB and SSAA
Beckenhorst Press BP2147-2
www.beckenhorstpress.com
Performance demonstration: 
www.beckenhorstpress.com/our-
father-ttbb/

Musical settings of  the Lord’s 
Prayer are common, although only 
a handful have earned their way 
into the canon of  commonly pro-
grammed church music. This new 
setting by Craig Courtney should be 
strongly considered by those wishing 
to introduce a modern setting of  this 
most traditional text. Though mul-
tiple voicings are available, the origi-
nal TTBB setting provides the most 
satisfying color combination with the 
piano and optional string quartet. 
Though the piece is satisfying with 
piano alone, the string quartet really 
helps to amplify the most beautiful 
elements of  the work.

The piece achieves a richness and 
opulence of  harmonic texture with-
out a single chromatic alteration.  
The writing is cantabile throughout 
and the vocal ranges are attainable 
for most male adult singers. When 
the piece reaches its climax on the 
word “glory,” a brief  divisi results in 
seven voices, thus requiring an en-
semble of  suffi  cient size and musical 
independence. The dramatic arch 


